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GENERAL INFORMATION

1) Main Unit Construction

1. Top cover
2. Door for ice taking
3. Ice-making & its water tank assembly: Including ice-making evaporator, water tank, water

charging tank, water pump and some detecting parts
4. Front panel
5. Operation panel
6. Air outlet: Must keep the air circulate smoothly, hot air will blow out when unit running.
7.Water draining port：Normal plugged with the cap. When need to drain the water, unplug the cap.

And connect the white drain pipe.
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9. Ice Scoop 

10. Water Hose

11. Drain House

. Water inlet port for water supply: Use to connect the water supply pipe.

Accessory: 2 meters long and white color water drain pipe、
water quick connector of the water faucet,
¢6.35mm diameter and white color water supply pipe(3 meters long）。

3) Ice-making and its water tank parts
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1. Open the ice taking door. 

2. Clean with diluted detergent, warm water and a soft cloth. 

3. Repeatedly clean the water contacting inner parts, use the water or the wet clothe to scrub the 

relevant parts, then use the dry clothe to dry them. 

4. You can pull the Water drain pipe of the water tank indicating "H" in above illustration to drain out 

the cleaned water in the water tank, then next to clean inner ice-storing bin, till all of inner parts are 

cleanly, then drain out all of the cleaned water from the water drain port located at unit back 

indicating "8"in above illustration. And must to install back the water drain pipe of the water tank 

and the cap of the unit water drain port, otherwise, the unit will not make the ice normally. And 

suggest that you should discard the ice-cube made by the first ice making cycle after 

cleaning. Note: Please see the section "Water Drainage" in this manual to drain out the cleaned 

water. 

5. The outside of the ice maker should be cleaned regularly with a mild detergent solution and warm 

water. 

6. Dry the interior and exterior with a clean soft cloth. 

OPERATION YOUR UNIT 

WATER CONNECTION FOR YOUR ICE MAKER 

Important: Be sure to use the new hose-sets supplied with the appliance to 

connect to water mains and that old hose-sets should not be reused. 

1, Connect the water supplying hose to the unit 

Step 1: First remove the clipper on the water inlet port for main water supplying (indicated in 

the following illustration "B") located at unit back, then pushing inwards the anti-dusty plug, use your 

other hand's finger to press the out circle to fix the anti-dusty plug, then take down the anti-dusty plug; 

Step 2: Insert the one end of the white water supplying hose into the water inlet port, and push inward 

completely, and install back the clipper, then water supplying hose connection is completed. 

Unit Back View 
STEP 1 ReITDve the 
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2, Connecting the water drainage pipe 

STEP 2: Insert the 
water hose 
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Pull out the water drainage cap with black color (indicated @ in above illustration), then 
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（refer to page 7)
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Manufacturer's 1-Year Limited Warranty 

The manufacturer warrants that all parts and components are defect free in materials and 

workmanship for 1 year. This warranty is valid only in accordance with the conditions set 

forth below: 

1. The warranty extends only to the original consumer purchaser and is not transferable. In

addition, proof of purchase must be demonstrated.

2. This limited warranty is the only written or express warranty given by the manufacturer.

Any implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose on this

product is limited in duration to the duration of this warranty. Some states do not allow

limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above limitation may not apply

to you.

3. This warranty gives you specific legal rights. You may also have other rights which vary

by state

Procedure for Replacement or Return within the 1 Year: 

To return the product for replacement or refund within the 1 year, the original 

purchaser must pack the product securely and send it postage paid with a description of 

the reason for replacement or refund, proof of purchase, and include your order 

number on the package, to the following address: 

Deco Chef 

80 Carter Drive 

Edison, NJ 08817 
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